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Abstract
This paper reviews modeling of the influence of earthquake (EQ) preparation processes on the ionosphere
through the electric field and electric current occurring in the global atmosphere–ionosphere electric circuit. Our
consideration is based on the satellite-and ground-based experimental data of electric fields, plasma and
electromagnetic perturbations obtained for several days before an EQ. We have ruled out the models which are
not consistent with the experimental data on the electric fields in the ionosphere and also on the ground surface.
There has then been proposed a new model of the generation of electric field on the basis of injection of charged
aerosols into the atmosphere, and we discuss the mechanism of lithosphere-atmosphere-ionosphere coupling. It
is then shown that such changes in the electric field within the ionosphere induce a variety of plasma and
electromagnetic phenomena associated with an impending EQ.
Keywords: earthquakes, earthquake precursors, DC electric field, lithosphere-atmosphere-ionosphere coupling
1. Introduction
Numerous plasma and electromagnetic anomalies observed within the ionosphere above the regions of seismic
activity are found as evidence that processes of earthquake (EQ) preparation effects take place in the ionosphere
for several days before an EQ. Observations of anomalous plasma and electromagnetic phenomena in the
ionosphere over the zones of seismic activity were extensively discussed in many reviews and books (Gokhberg
et al., 1988; Liperovsky et al., 1992; Molchanov, 1993; Buchachenko et al., 1996; Varotsos, 2001; Hayakawa &
Molchanov, 2002; Pulinets & Boyarchuk, 2004; Tronin, 2006; Sorokin, 2007; Molchanov & Hayakawa, 2008;
Hayakawa, 2009, 2012; Uyeda et al., 2009; Sorokin & Chmyrev, 2010; Hayakawa & Hobara, 2010), and these
phenomena are considered as manifestation for the existence of lithosphere-atmosphere-ionosphere (LAI)
coupling or interaction. There are ionospheric effects as a result of the simultaneous actions of various factors
such as acoustic waves, electric fields, electromagnetic radiation, chemically active substances, etc. An important
role in the formation of these factors is played by aerosols of the lower atmosphere, which influence its
conductivity and forms an external electric charge and a current by atmosphere dynamics. Seismic activity is
accompanied by the injection of soil aerosols and radioactive substances into the atmosphere, so that the
enhancement of such activity in seismic regions changes the state of ionospheric plasma and electromagnetic
field at the temporal scale for a few days before an EQ.
An analysis of satellite data showed the presence of electromagnetic perturbations over a wide frequency range.
These perturbations are localized within the magnetic field tube conjugate with the seismic focus of an
impending EQ. There are quite many papers on those satellite recordings of wave and plasma disturbances
possibly associated with an individual EQ or several strong EQs (Parrot & Lefeuvre, 1985; Larkina et al., 1989;
Chmyrev et al., 1989; Galperin et al., 1993; Molchanov et al., 1993; Pulinets et al., 1994; Parrot, 1994, 2009,
2011; Chmyrev et al., 1997). The presence of electron density fluctuations in the ionosphere above seismic
regions was substantiated by ample satellite data (Afonin et al., 1999), and there were recorded changes in the
ionic composition and temperature of the plasma in the upper ionosphere and perturbations of the height profile
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of the ionospheric F region (Pulinets et al., 1994; Boskova et al., 1994). An analysis of satellite images of the
Earth's surface in the infrared (IR) frequency range showed the presence of stable and unstable components of
the anomalous IR radiation flux above active crust faults; this flux corresponded to an increase in the
temperature of the near-Earth layer by several degrees (Qiang et al., 1999; Tronin, 1999; Tronin et al., 2002;
Ouzounov et al., 2012). Simultaneously with electromagnetic and plasma phenomena in the ionosphere, there
were observed an increase in the concentration of certain gases (e.g., H2, CO2, and CH4) by several orders of
magnitude, an increase in atmospheric radioactivity (related to such radioactive elements as radon, radium,
uranium, thorium, and actinium and their decay products), and an increase in the injection of soil aerosols
(Alekseev & Alekseeva, 1992; Virk & Singh, 1994; Heincke et al., 1995; Igarashi et al., 1995; Biagi, 2009;
Yasuoka et al., 2012).
The ground-based observations which are aimed at searching electromagnetic phenomena related with processes
of EQ preparation and evolution, have started in the last tens of years of XX century. The following phenomena
were observed with a lot of hopes: ULF magnetic and electric emissions (Fraser-Smith et al., 1990; Molchanov
et al., 1992; Kopytenko et al., 1993; Hayakawa et al., 1996a), acoustic emissions (Gorbatikov et al., 2002),
amplitude and phase anomalies of subionospheric VLF/LF signals from powerful transmitters (Hayakawa et al.,
1996b; Molchanov & Hayakawa, 1998; Rozhnoi et al., 2004), ionosphere perturbations measured by the
ionospheric sounding (Pulinets et al., 1994; Liu, 2009), airglow anomalies (Gladychev & Fishkova, 1994) and
some others. Uniform and global-size observations of possible ionospheric effects from many EQs can be carried
out together with the estimation of the size of seismo-active region.
A joint analysis of observational results led us to conclude that seismic activity stimulated the development of
intense processes in the lower atmosphere. Earth’s surface seismic waves, chemically active and radioactive
substances, and charged aerosols are likely to act simultaneously on the lower atmosphere. There then occur
heating of the lower atmosphere, sharp changes in its electrophysical parameters, the generation of acoustic
waves, and the formation of external electric currents. The acoustic action also appears on the ionosphere
because of the upward propagation of infrasonic waves (Liperovsky et al., 1997). Processes in the lower
atmosphere (seismic waves, atmosphere heating, and the injection of gases) result in the generation and upward
propagation of internal gravity waves (IGWs), which might perturb the ionosphere (Gokhberg et al., 1996). The
formation of ultralow-frequency radiation on the Earth’s surface by lithospheric sources is considered in
Molchanov and Hayakawa (1995), Molchanov (1999), Surkov and Pilipenko (1999), and Sorokin and
Pokhotelov (2010), and the possibility of its penetration into the ionosphere is discussed in Molchanov et al.
(1995). Numerous studies of the nature of atmosphere-ionosphere interactions aimed at determining their
mechanism were performed. For instance, the physical processes of formation of currents in the lithosphere and
propagation of their radiation into the ionosphere were considered in Fitterman (1979) and Pilipenko et al.
(1999). Alperovich et al. (1979) discussed acoustic actions resulting in ionospheric perturbations and the
generation of geomagnetic pulsations was discussed. Similar works were performed for numerous chains of
processes between sources and measured parameters. Another approach to study EQ precursors consists in a
joint analysis of a set of possible parameters observed. Such an analysis can be physically based on a model that
makes it possible to interpret satisfactorily most of satellite- and ground-based observations as a manifestation of
one cause. In this case measured parameters proved to be interrelated by certain regularities. One of the
important problems of atmosphere-ionosphere interactions is the search for a chain of processes related to acting
factors and identification of a set of observed effects of a common nature. It is considered that principal causes of
lithosphere–ionosphere coupling are the generation of both acoustic waves and electric field in the seismic
region. Below we discuss only one of these influence factors; namely, the purpose of this paper is to discuss the
cause and consequences of electric field occurring at an eve of EQs.
2. Basic Properties of DC Electric Fields
The seismic-related DC electric fields in the ionosphere had been, for the first time, revealed by Chmyrev et al.
(1989). They analyzed the vertical component of quasi-static (DC) electric field Ez, and we show one example.
They observed such an enhanced Ez onboard the “Intercosmos-Bulgaria 1300” satellite within a 15-min interval
before an EQ occurred on January 12, 1982 at 17.50.26 UT. The quasi-static electric field with amplitude of 7-8
mV/m was observed in two zones: above the EQ focus and in its magnetically conjugate region, and the size of
those zones was 1°~1.5° in latitude.
Subsequent investigations of DC electric field in the ionosphere based on direct satellite measurements over
seismic regions were carried out by Gousheva et al. (2006, 2008, 2009), who analyzed hundreds of seismic
events in order to detect DC electric field enhancement in the ionosphere connected with EQs. Seismic events
with different magnitudes in different tectonic structures at different latitudes were observed. They selected the
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orbits with distance less than 250 km with respect to the EQ epicenter, not crossing terminator and during low
magnetic activity. Let us present one case study of their registration results. The DC electric field 5-10 mV/m
was detected in the magnetic conjugate regions 11–13 hours before two EQs (magntitude around 5) occurring on
25.08.1981 at 16:54:39 UT and 17:29:07 UT correspondingly (Gousheva et al., 2008). Statistical analyses of the
satellite data by Gousheva et al. (2008, 2009) led them to make a conclusion on the existence of seismic-related
quasi-static electric field in the ionosphere. The duration of electric field disturbances with amplitude of the
order of 10 mV/m can be up to 15 days, and the electric field disturbances in the daytime and nighttime
ionospheres were on the same order.
Direct observations of quasi-static electric field in the ionosphere are confirmed by computational modeling of
the ionospheric perturbation occurring at an eve of EQs. Spatial distributions of the total electron content (TEC)
obtained by GPS receivers in the seismic region were analyzed (Liu, 2009; Pulinets, 2009a), and those TEC
anomalies are tried to be interpreted with the use of global model of the upper atmosphere which describes the
thermosphere, ionosphere and plasmasphere as an integrated system. The model is based on integration of the
non-stationary three-dimensional equations of continuity, impulse and energy balance of multi-component gas
simultaneously with the equation for electric field potential. In the frame of computer simulations there was
sought an additional electric field which leads to the TEC perturbation coincident with the one observed in the
EQ preparation region. For example, Zolotov et al. (2008) considered an EQ in Peru on 26.09.2005. The
characteristics of TEC disturbances were given in Zakharenkova et al. (2008), and the TEC perturbation was
observed during six days before the EQ from 21.09.2005 till 26.09.2005. Based on the computer simulations
Zolotov et al. (2008) have shown that the observable TEC perturbation is due to an additional electric field with
an amplitude of 6 mV/m. It is further suggested by Klimenko et al. (2011, 2012) and Namgaladze et al. (2009)
that a possible general cause of TEC perturbation is a vertical plasma drift by the zonal electric field. Computer
simulations by Klimenko et al. (2012) have shown that the amplitude of electric field disturbance is required to
be 3-9 mV/m.
At the same time, observations of the quasi-static electric field on the Earth’s surface in seismic regions were
carried out by different workers (Kondo, 1968; Jianguo, 1989; Nikiforova & Michnovski, 1995; Vershinin et al.,
1999; Hao et al., 2000; Rulenko, 2000). Analyses of those publications show that the local electric field surges
with large amplitude reaching several kV/m are observed during the EQ preparation, but their duration is of the
order of ten minutes. However, there are absent visible electric field disturbances with duration of several days
observed simultaneously over the horizontal distance of hundreds of kilometers.
The indirect confirmation of electric fields occurring in the atmosphere is the observational results of VHF
emissions propagating from the source located in the troposphere over a region of EQ preparation (Vallianatos &
Nomicos, 1998; Ruzhin et al., 2000; Hayakawa et al., 2006; Ruzhin & Nomicos, 2007; Yonaiguchi et al., 2007a,
b; Yasuda et al., 2009). VHF radiations are found to have occurred for several days before an EQ, and their
duration reaches several days. If the VHF electromagnetic radiation propagated over a distance more than a
wavelength, then the condition of optical propagation is fulfilled, so that it is possible to receive the signal at
distance of the order of 300 km just in the case that its source is located in the atmosphere above Earth’s surface.
The region of generation of VHF electromagnetic radiation is found to be at the altitudes of the order of several
kilometers above EQ epicenters located behind the horizon (Fukumoto et al., 2001; Yasuda et al., 2009).
Consequently, both the direct and indirect data of DC electric field observations in the atmosphere and
ionosphere over a seismic region allow us to formulate its basic properties. The basic experimental results are
summarized as follows:
• The enhancement of seismic activity produces DC electric field disturbances in the ionosphere of the order of
10 mV/m.
• These disturbances occupy the region with horizontal spatial scale from hundreds to thousands km over the
seismic region.
• DC electric field enhancements occur in the ionosphere from hours to 10 days before an EQ.
• DC electric field disturbances in the daytime and nighttime ionospheres have the same order of magnitude.
• DC electric field disturbances can reach the breakdown value during from hours to 10 days in the atmosphere
at altitudes 1 to 10 km over the EQ zone.
• The quasi-stationary electric field on the Earth’s surface does not exceed its background value simultaneously
in the seismic area during several days.
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3. Penetration of DC Electric Field Into the Ionosphere
Lithospheric activity stimulates the processes which are followed by the electric field generation. The
enhancement in number density of charged aerosols by one-two orders and the increase in atmosphere
radioactivity level by the injection of radon and other radioactive substances are observed during days and weeks
before an EQ (Alekseev & Alekseeva, 1992; Virk & Singh, 1994; Voitov & Dobrovolsky, 1994; Heinke et al.,
1995; Pulinets et al., 1997; Yasuoka et al., 2006, 2012; Omori et al., 2007; Biagi, 2009). Data on injection of the
soil gases such as radon, helium, hydrogen, carbon dioxide in the surface atmosphere with horizontal spatial
scale of 500 km during from several hours to several weeks before an EQ have been reported by King (1986).
Igarashi et al. (1995) described the surge in five times of the radon concentration in the soil water, and the data
on significant emissions of metallic aerosols Cu, Fe, Ni, Zn, Pb, Co, Cr and radon were given by Boyarchuk
(1997). Quasi-static electric field disturbances in the ionosphere are observed at the same time as the injection of
active substances in the lower atmosphere.
There are observed the local short-time releases of active substances along with large scale growth of the level of
active substances in the lower atmosphere. They can generate the impulses of electric field near the Earth’s
surface, whose amplitude can reach tens kV/m but its duration does not exceed tens of minutes. A model of the
generation of pulses of local electric fields with characteristic time scales of 1-10 min for the atmospheric
conditions above fracture regions of EQs was considered by Liperovsky et al. (2005, 2008). They have proposed
that aerosols, increased ionization velocity and upstreaming air flows occur at night-time conditions, and that
water condensates at the aerosols at night when the temperature in the near-earth air is low and the relative
humidity increases above earth-fracture regions. Then, the relatively large aerosol particles are mainly negatively
charged, while the charge of smaller particles is overwhelmingly positive. It is assumed that aerosol clouds of
small dimensions are suddenly injected into the locally heated surface atmosphere and move with the air up to
higher altitudes. The vertical velocity of small particles is much smaller than that of large ones, which is equal to
a few cm/s. As a consequence of the shift between the small and large particles, there occur the local pulses of
the electric field in the atmosphere. The amplitude of such a field is estimated as 103~3×103 V/m, but the
relaxation time of a cloud of aerosols is estimated 10 minutes. Anomalous emanation of radons preceding a large
EQ was observed by Omori et al. (2007), who have analyzed atmospheric radon concentrations and estimated
changes of electrical conditions in the atmosphere due to the preseismic radon anomaly. These authors used the
model by Liperovsky et al. (2005), and they have shown that the radon emanation reduces the atmospheric
electric field by 40%. Their estimation of field amplitude gives 104~105 V/m at the observable value of radon
emanation, but unfortunately there are no calculations of electric field in the ionosphere in the above-mentioned
works. Nevertheless it is assumed that this impulse electric field can be a source of lithosphere–ionosphere
coupling. We should note that this impulse field is observed only in local regions. The duration of such impulses
is 10 minutes, while ionospheric precursors and DC electric field in the ionosphere exist during a much longer
interval of several days. The field occurs inside a dipole layer of charged aerosols cloud and the field slumps
outside the dipole layer. Consequently, the local impulse electric field observed on the Earth’s surface cannnot be
a cause of the ionospheric effects and appearance of DC electric field in the ionosphere; that is, the radon
injection in the frame of model does not affect the lithosphere–ionosphere coupling.
A generation mechanism of electric field in the lithosphere based on the result of laboratory experiments has
been proposed by Freund et al. (2006, 2009) and Freund (2010). Their experiments show that when stresses are
applied to one end of a block of igneous rocks, two currents flow out of the stressed rock volume. One current is
carried by electrons and the other current is carried by p-holes. Positive electric potential, ionization of air
molecules and corona discharge occur on the rock surface. It is assumed that air ionization is a cause of
ionospheric disturbances, glows and IR emissions, but there are no calculations on the possible effect of this
source to the ionosphere. This mechanism seems to be used to interpret the impulse phenomena because the
source duration is over 10 minutes, but it seems to be an unlikely explanation of the existence of DC electric
field over a long period of time.
Below we consider the generation mechanisms for quasi-static electric fields in the ionosphere. Spatial
distribution of this field has a horizontal scale (100–1000) km and its duration is from tens hours to tens of days.
The field is quasi-static if its temporal variation exceeds considerably the relaxation time (τ) of charges in the
surface atmosphere τ~ε0 /σ~10~30 min (ε0 is the permittivity of free space, and σ is the surface atmosphere
conductivity). An equivalent circuit is often used to explain the generation of atmospheric electric field
(Goldberg, 1984; Sapkota & Varshneya, 1990; Rycroft et al., 2000). The current flowing in the circuit is excited
by a generator which is the resultant action of thunderstorms all over the world. The fair weather current density
is of the order of 10-12 A/m2 in the closed circuit (e.g., MacGorman & Rust, 1998; Rakov & Uman, 2002). It is
4
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assumed that the conductivity of near-Earth atmosphere of 10-14 S/m yield an electric field value on the Earth’s
surface of 102 V/m (Rakov & Uman, 2002). The fair weather current gives an electric field of 10-3 mV/m in the
ionosphere with conductivity 10-6 S/m. Since the background electric field of magnetospheric and ionospheric
origin has a value (0.1~1) mV/m in the middle-latitude ionosphere, then the field of atmospheric origin with
intensity of 10-3 mV/m is negligible in the ionosphere. The variation of DC electric field in the ionosphere over a
seismic region can be realized in two different ways. First of all one can change the load resistance and in a
different way one can include an additional EMF (electro-motive force) in the global circuit.
Let us consider the first way. The processes of EQ preparing impact take place in the lower atmosphere which
contributes to over 80% of load resistance of the global circuit. The injection of radioactive and chemical
substances and aerosols into the atmosphere, and the variation of aerosols size and atmospheric state result in a
change of load resistance. In the final analysis, all of these processes change conductivity of the surface
atmosphere. In Figure 1 there is depicted the circuit with selected part of current over a seismic region. The
resistance of atmosphere over thunderstorms is denoted by R1, R2 is the resistance of the region of thunderstorms
activity, R3 is the resistance of near-Earth atmosphere, Ri is the resistance of ionosphere, and I is the fair weather
current (Rycroft et al., 2000). The load resistance R is much smaller than all of these resistances. The disturbed
part of circuit (designated by red color in Figure 1) consists of the following resistances: r1 is the resistance of
upper troposphere, ri is the resistance of ionosphere over a seismic region, and r2 is the resistance of surface
atmosphere. The disturbance of surface atmospheric conductivity results in the variation of r2 and the electric
current in this part of the circuit. For the first time, Sorokin and Yaschenko (2000) and Sorokin et al. (2001) have
carried out the calculation of altitude dependence of DC electric field variation in the Earth-ionosphere layer
produced by a source of ionization and a growth of conductivity in the lower atmosphere. They performed
theoretical investigations of the atmospheric ionization by alpha particles and gamma quantum of the nuclear
decay, and they calculated the altitude dependence of ionization rate and conductivity for different levels of
radioactivity. It is shown that the electric field can be changed by 1.5-2 times in the ionosphere by the growth of
conductivity in the surface atmosphere. Such a variation field does not impact onto the ionosphere because the
amplitude of variations is considerably smaller than the background value. That is, the field variation is invisible
in the ionosphere. This result is confirmed by Omori et al. (2008), who have shown that the quasi-static electric
field is reduced by 1.5 times due to the growth of radioactivity and conductivity during the radon injection. In
spite of evident results of continued unsuccessful attempts to explain the appearance of seismic-related
quasi-static electric fields in the ionosphere due to the variation of conductivity in the lower atmosphere, for
example, Pulinets (2009a) has assumed that an anomalous electric field in the ionosphere over an active fault
occurs by the variation of conductivity in the near-earth atmosphere. The conductivity is varied due to the growth
of additional radon ionization and the reduction in ions mobility by the generation of large clusters. There are
missing both the proof of speculation and the calculation of field value in the ionosphere. According to Omori et
al. (2007, 2008), the radon surge with magnitude 10 Bq/m3 leads to an increase in ionization rate up to (106~107)
1/m3s. As a result, conductivity of the near-earth atmosphere is increased in 1.5 times, and the field is varied
approximately by 1.5 times in the ionosphere as well. Since the field of fair weather in the ionosphere is 10-3
mV/m, then its variation by 1.5 times will be much smaller than the background value (0.1~1) mV/m. Harrison
et al. (2010) have shown that an increase of ionization rate by radon in two times leads to a variation of the
current flowing from the ionosphere to the Earth in 10%, and then the field is varied on the same quantity in the
ionosphere. Thereby, any models based on the assumption that the ionization of lower atmosphere leads to a
conclusion that the seismic-related electric field formation in the ionosphere is in apparent contradiction with
experimental data that the electric field is up to 10 mV/m in the ionosphere.
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Figure 1. Equivalent electric circuit of DC electric field formation in the ionosphere over a region of
conductivity disturbance in the lower atmosphere. Black color denotes the conventional global circuit, and red
color indicates the part of circuit over the region of disturbed conductivity
We consider a different way of DC electric field formation in the ionosphere. The electric current and electric
field are varied due to the inclusion of a seismic-related EMF in the global circuit. The EMF can be located in
the lithosphere, in the atmosphere and in the vicinity of boundary between the lithosphere and atmosphere. The
scheme of altitude dependence of total electric current j = σE+je (je: EMF external current) in these three cases is
depicted in Figure 2. The origin of coordinate system is located on the Earth’s surface. We consider the case
corresponding to the left panel of Figure 2. In the frame of this model it is assumed that the EMF is located in the
lithosphere and the field is transferred through the atmospheric layer with specified altitude dependent electric
conductivity. The vertical component of electric field disturbance is given on the Earth’s surface, and the section
of closed global electric circuit is depicted in Figure 3. The uniform Ohm’s law for a subcircuit without the EMF
is performed in the Earth-ionosphere layer. The nature of electric field source on the Earth surface and its
characteristics are not discussed in the papers based on this model. The source of field is expected to create a
quasi-static electric current in the circuit for several days. The field in the ionosphere is calculated at given
spatial distributions of its vertical component on the Earth’s surface (Kim & Hegai, 1999; Pulinets et al., 2000,
2003; Grimalsky et al., 2003; Rapoport et al., 2004; Denisenko et al., 2008; Ampferer et al., 2010). Electric fields
in the ionosphere are computed for different boundary conditions, shape and size of field horizontal distribution
on the Earth’s surface. Kim and Hegai (1999) showed that the field reaches (0.3~0.7) mV/m in the nighttime
ionosphere if the field near the Earth has a value of 1000 V/m. Since the field in the seismic region does not
exceed approximately 100 V/m (Kondo, 1968; Vershinin et al., 1999), then their calculated value of field in the
ionosphere should be reduced to (0.03~0.07) mV/m. Taking into account that the conductivity of daytime
ionosphere is larger than that of nighttime ionosphere by one-two order, the field value in the daytime ionosphere
is approximately 10-3 mV/m. Calculations fulfilled in Pulinets et al. (2000, 2003) show that electric field in the
nighttime ionosphere can reach (0.1~1) mV/m if it reaches a value (103~104) V/m on the Earth’s surface in a
seismic area with horizontal scale 100 km. This value of field on the ground surface is required to remain during
several days, but such a field is unlikely to exist. Calculations performed by Denisenko et al. (2008) confirm this
conclusion. It is shown that the field reaches a value 10-3~10-4 mV/m in the ionosphere at the maximal field
value E0 = 100 V/m on the Earth surface. So, we can say that there exists, in the ionosphere, no static electric
field of lithospheric origin. This can be obtained from a simple consideration of the continuity equation ∇·j =
∇·σE = 0 for the vertical conductivity current j = σ(z)E(z) in the conductive atmosphere. The estimate of
maximum magnitude can be made simply in 1D (one dimensional) approximation dσE/dz = 0. Let σ0, σ1 be the
conductivity in the near-ground of the atmosphere and that in the ionosphere and E0, E1 are the electric fields
near the ground and in the ionosphere, then we obtain E1 = E0(σ0/σ1). Taking into account that σ0 ≈ 10-14 S/m; σ1
≈ 10-6 S/m; E0 = 100 V/m we find E1 ≈ 10-3 mV/m, which is four orders of magnitude lower than the background
ionospheric field. Thus the considered model is found to contradict with the well-known experimental data
6
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which indicate that the preparation prrocesses of larrge magnitudee EQs are accoompanied by aan enhanceme
ent of
DC electriic field in the ionosphere oveer the epicenterr zone up to 100 mV/m.

Figure 2. D
Dependence onn altitude of thhe total electricc current in thee atmosphere. Blue figures aare the conducttivity
current σE, and dark rectaangles are the eexternal currennt of EMF (eleectro-motive foorce) je
The case oof EMF locatioon in the atmossphere is correesponding to thhe middle paneel of Figure 2. The same situation
is expectedd for thundersttorms, and the penetration off the electric fiield of thunderrstorm clouds into the ionosp
phere
had been calculated byy Park and Deejnakarintra (11973). This m
method was ussed to study thhe seismic-related
electric field penetratioon in the ionoosphere in several works. There is a pprincipal differrence between
n the
phenomennon of electric field penetratiion into the ioonosphere duriing thunderstorrm and EQ prreparation. Nam
mely,
the quasi-sstatic electric field
f
with maggnitude up to ((103~104) V/m
m is observed uunder a thundeerstorm cloud (e.g.,
Rakov & U
Uman, 2002), while
w
the fieldd is not exceedding its backgroound value on the surface off EQ preparing
g area.
Therefore,, the use of thee above-mentiooned method ddoes not allow
w us to elaboratte the mechaniism for DC ele
ectric
field peneetration in the ionosphere aat EQ preparinng, for exampple, in Molchaanov and Hayyakawa (1996)) and
Pulinets ett al. (2000).

Figure 3. Model for DC
C electric fieldd penetration fr
from the lithospphere into the ionosphere. 1.. Earth surface, 2.
Electric field inn the ground, 5. DC
Conductivve layer of the ionosphere, 3.. Lithospheric source of elecctric field, 4. E
electric field in the ionosphere, andd 6. Atmospheere-ionospheree electric circuiit
It seems thhat the only possible way too explain resullts of DC elecctric field obseervation in thee ionosphere over a
seismic reegion is illustrrated by the rright panel off Figure 2. A principally diifferent modell which is acttively
developedd now (Sorokinn et al., 2001;; Sorokin et aal., 2005a; Sorrokin et al., 20007; Sorokin & Chmyrev, 2010,
2
references therein), is based
b
on the aassumption that the currentt source in thee circuit connected with pre
e-EQ
7
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processes is situated nott in the lithospphere or in thee atmosphere, but in the neaar-ground atmoospheric layer.. The
EQ preparration processses modify thee atmosphere in this layer and form an EMF in the seismic zone. The
additional source of elecctric current iss generated in the global circcuit at the stagge of EQ prepaaring. The range of
EMF is formed in the neear-earth atmossphere and inccludes the bounndary betweenn the lithospheere and atmosphere.
In this case the observabble electric fielld on the surfaace is located iinside the EMF
F range, and thhe scheme of EMF
formation is depicted in Figure 4. Upw
ward transfer oof the chargedd aerosols by aatmospheric coonvection and their
gravitationnal sedimentatiion result in thhe EMF formaation. Aerosolss are injected iinto the atmospphere by soil gases
g
with an inccrease in seism
mic activity. Thhe external currrent of EMF iis reduced withh altitude, whiile the conducttivity
current inccreases with altitude,
a
so thhat the total cuurrent in the ccircuit is consstant. The vallue of conducttivity
current neaar the surface can be of the order of that oof fair weatherr current, while the quantity of external cu
urrent
exceeds thhe fair weatherr current by foour-five orderss. Therefore, thhe conductivityy current in thhe ionosphere is on
the order oof external currrent of EMF nnear the surfacee. Figure 5 illuustrates the circcuit with seleccted parts of cu
urrent
in which w
we included ann EMF over thhe seismic regiion. Horizontaal component oof the electric field E1~10 mV/m
m
correspondds to the connductivity currrent flowing along the ionnosphere j~σ1E1~(10-8~10-7) A/m2. Following
Sorokin ett al. (2001) thee conductivity current can bee 10-12 A/m2 neear the surfacee and the electrric field can be
e 100
V/m. Thiss fact can be understood bby a simple esstimation. Thee continuity eequation for tootal current in
n the
atmospherre is expressedd by a form ∇
∇·(σE+je) = 0, where je is thhe EMF externnal current dennsity. The sim
mplest
field estim
mate for the ionosphere
i
in 1D case givves σ0E0 + je00 = σ1E1. Usinng this equattion we find E1 =
E0(σ0/σ1)(11+je0/σ0E0), whhere je0 is the ddensity of the E
EMF external current near tthe Earth’s surfface. The first term
on the righht side of thiss equation corrresponds to thhe above-menttioned model used by Kim and Hegai (1999),
Pulinets ett al. (2000, 20003), Denisenkoo et al. (2008),, and Ampferer et al. (2010).. If we supposee, for example, that
the externaal current is caaused by the m
movement of aaerosols with cconcentration N and charge Z
Ze under the action
a
of verticall atmospheric convection wiith velocity v, then the curreent density cann be estimatedd as je0~ZeNv.. The
aerosol chharge in the atm
mosphere lies in the range fr
from 100 to 8000. Assuming Z = 3×102; N = 8×109m-3; v =
0.3 m/s, w
we obtain the electric
e
field foor the ionosphere: E1 ≈ 10-6((1+104) V/m ≈ 10 mVm. Thhus even this rough
r
estimate suuggests that thhe field penetraation model whhich has been chosen by aboove-mentionedd authors, leadss to a
loss of fivve orders of the field maggnitude in thee ionosphere. The result does not depennd on the wa
ay of
interpolation of the alltitude distribbution of connductivity, so that the field penetrationn model used
d by
above-menntioned authorrs may be wronng.

Figure 4. EMF formaation in the surrface atmospheere. 1. Atmosppheric convectiion and turbuleent diffusion, 2.
2
d 6.
Gravitatiional sedimenttation, 3. Atmoospheric radioaactivity, 4. Soiil gases, 5. Connduction electrric current, and
Externall current of EM
MF
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Figure 5. Equivalent cirrcuit of DC eleectric field form
mation in the ionosphere oveer the region off EMF occurre
ed in
the surfacce atmosphere.. Black color ddenotes the gloobal circuit, andd red color reffers to the part of circuit overr the
region off EMF occurreence
4. Perturb
bation of DC Electric
E
Field
d in the Atmossphere–Ionosp
phere Global C
Circuit
The formaation mechaniism of externaal current of E
EMF related w
with the dynaamics of chargged aerosols in
n the
surface atm
mosphere has been considerred in Sorokin and Yaschenkko (2000) and Sorokin et al. (2001, 2007). The
EMF occuurs with the inttensification oof injection of charged soil aaerosols or withh the variationn of meteorolo
ogical
conditionss. Both the uppward turbulennt and convecctive transfer and gravitatioonal sedimenttation result in
n the
quasi-static altitude distrribution of aerrosols density in the atmospphere. The turbbulent transferr takes place due to
two mainn reasons. Thhe first is rellated with thee vertical graadient of horrizontal wind velocity and
d the
transformaation of wind kinetic energgy into the ennergy of turbuulent pulsationns. The secondd is caused by
y the
thermal innstability of thhe atmospheree arising wheen the negativve temperaturee gradient excceeds its adia
abatic
gradient. T
Turbulent vortiices transfer aeerosols from thhe altitudes whhere their conccentration is hiigh, to the altittudes
of lower concentration. An equilibriium is attained when the vvertical flux oof aerosols is balanced by their
gravitationnal sedimentatiion. The particcle dynamics inn the turbulentt atmosphere ccan be describeed by the stoch
hastic
differentiaal equations forr the probabiliity distributionn function (Sorrokin et al., 20001), which is the probability
y that
a particle hhas the chargee Ze at a momeent t on the alttitude z. Spatial and temporal dependenciees of concentrration
of aerosolls, their electriic charge andd external currrent densities are expressedd as the momeents of distribution
function. T
There is obtainned an estimattion of the valuue of external current je(0,t) near the Earthh’s surface je(0
0,t) =
(eσ0/ε0)(Z+N+−Z-N-)Hj, where
w
e is thee elementary eelectric chargee, ε0 is the perrmittivity of frree space, σ0 is
i the
conductiviity of surface atmosphere, Z± is the amoount of positivve and negativve charges on aerosol, N± is the
concentrattion of positivve and negativve charged aerrosols, and Hj is the scale hheight of vertiical distributio
on of
external cuurrent. If we taake σ0 ≈ 2×10-14 S/m, Z+ = 300, N+ = (1~
~5)×109 1/m3, Hj = (2~5)×
×103m, one ob
btains
je(0,t) ≈ (10-6~10-7) A/m2. This value oof external currrent of EMF sshows that the mechanism diiscussed enables us
to obtain tthe observed conductivity
c
ccurrent in the ionosphere ~110-8 A/m2. In many cases thhe injection off soil
aerosols innto the atmosphere is realized jointly with radioactive suubstances, so thhat the ionizatiion increases in the
atmospherre conductivityy. The presencce of aerosolss might lead tto a reductionn in the conduuctivity due to
o the
attachment of ions to aeerosols. Moreoover, the interaaction of ions with aerosols changed the charge of aero
osols.
These effeects would leadd to the variatiion of EMF onn the surface leevel of atmospphere. First, thhese processes have
been studiied theoreticallly in details byy Sorokin et aal. (2007), whoo have obtaineed the vertical distribution of
o ion
productionn rate as a resuult of absorptioon in the atmoosphere of the gamma radiattion and the alpha particles from
the decay of radioactivve elements beeing constitueents of the atm
mospheric raddioactivity. Ann example of their
computatioonal results onn the altitude dependence of ion production rate q = q((z) is depictedd in Figure 6a.. The
parameter A is the indexx of growth of radioactivity iin the near Earrth layer. In Figgure 6a they have chosen tha
at the
ion producction rates duee to the action of alpha particcles and gamm
ma rays are equual to each othher, the backgrround
ion producction rate in the
t atmospherre near the Eaarth’s surface iis 107 1/m3s aand the ion prroduction rate at a
maximum in the stratospphere is 4×107 1/m3s. As folllows from this plot, the verttical distributioon of ion form
mation
rate is diffferent from the exponential altitude depenndence of atm
mospheric radiooactivity. We nnotice a signifficant
increase inn ion productioon rates in maaximum. Equiliibrium values of ion number densities aree determined by the
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recombinaation process and
a the adhesiion to aerosolls in the atmosphere. The liight singly-charged ions and
d the
heavy ionss are producedd as a result off light ions adhhesion to aerossols in the atm
mosphere near tthe Earth’s surrface.
We have uused the self--consistent sysstem of nonlinnear equationss for the calcuulation of spaatial distributio
on of
external cuurrent, atmospphere conductivvity and DC electric field inn the Earth-ionnosphere circuiit at given inte
ensity
of aerosols injection andd the atmosphhere radioactivity. The compputational result of atmospheeric conductivity is
depicted inn Figure 6b. Conductivity depends on bboth the level of atmospherric radioactivitty and the number
density off aerosols, and we have choseen the value of aerosols concentration in tthe surface atm
mosphere equall to 2
×109 1/m
m3. Calculationns show that tthe growth off radioactivity level in the ssurface atmospphere results in
i an
increase inn conductivity and the growtth of aerosols cconcentration rresults in a redduction in condductivity due to
t the
loss of lighht ions attached to aerosols.
Sorokin ett al. (2007) haave shown thaat the external current of EM
MF is defined on the atmosppheric conducttivity
layer and tthe electric fieeld is generatedd by its vertical componentt on the near-E
Earth level. A
As it is noted ab
bove,
the signifiicant (up to 1 kV/m) pre-E
EQ vertical ellectric fields oon the Earth’ss surface havee the characteristic
temporal sscale of the orrder of tens off minutes. At the same timee the atmospheeric electric fiield variations with
typical scaale exceeding 1 day at the distances withhin hundreds tto thousands kkm from the E
EQ center duriing a
seismicallyy active periood are characteerized by the magnitude noot exceeding ~
~100 V/m. Thhe cause of su
uch a
limitation can be explainned in terms oof the mechaniism of feedbacck between thee disturbances of vertical ele
ectric
field and tthe causal external currents on the Earth’’s surface. Succh a feedback is caused by the formation of a
potential bbarrier on the ground-atmosp
g
phere boundaryy at the passagge of upward m
moving chargeed aerosols thrrough
this bounddary. Their uppward movem
ment is perforrmed due to the viscosity of soil gasess flowing into
o the
atmospherre. If, for exam
mple, a positiveely charged paarticle goes froom the ground
d to the atmossphere, the Ea
arth’s
surface is charged negattively. So, the downward eleectric field preevents more paarticles from ppenetration thrrough
the surfacee. At the same time this fieldd stimulates thee going out onn the surface off the negativelyy charged particles.
In the preesence of suchh coupling thee magnitude oof external cuurrents on the Earth’s surfacce depends on
n the
vertical coomponent of thhe electric fielld on the surfaace. The first sstudy of the m
mechanism of tthis field limitation
(Sorokin eet al., 2005a, 2007)
2
yields thhat the value of vertical com
mponent of quuasi-static elecctric field does not
exceed a m
maximal valuee of the order of 90 V/m at any amount oof external currrent of EMF. The self-consiistent
equation fo
for the externall current and eelectric field haas been deriveed first by Sorookin et al. (20007). An examp
ple of
those calcuulation resultss of altitude diistribution of external curreent with takingg into account the feedback with
electric cuurrent is depictted in Figure 66c. It is shownn that the exterrnal current is generally locaated at the altittudes
up to 10 km
m and its value can be (10-8~
~10-6) A/m2.

Figure 66. Computationnal results by a self-consistent system of nnon-linear equaations (Sorokinn et al., 2007). a)
Vertical distribution off the ion produuction rate, b) A
Altitude profilees calculated ffor the atmosphhere conductiv
vity
over the center of disturbed area, annd c) Altitude dependences oof external elecctric current ovver the center of
o
ex of
disturbed region. Curvees 1, 2 and 3 coorrespond to diifferent levels of atmospheric radioactivityy (A is the inde
raadioactivity groowth in the neear-Earth layer)) 1. A=0, 2. A=
=2, 3. A=4
The theoryy of generatioon of the seism
mic-related DC electric fielld conformingg to both the direct and ind
direct
observatioon data of fields in the ionnosphere is ellaborated firstt by Sorokin et al. (2001, 2005a, 2007)) and
Sorokin annd Chmyrev (2010).
(
The fiield is associatted with electtric current dissturbances flowing in the global
electric cirrcuit. The sourrce of current disturbances iis the EMF inccluded in the gglobal circuit, which is generated
10
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by the innjection of chharged aerosools into the atmosphere aand their upw
ward transfer and gravitattional
sedimentattion. The scheeme of the forrmation of elecctric current ddisturbance in the global circcuit is presented in
Figure 7. T
The self-consisstent system of nonlinear eqquation to comppute the spatiaal distribution of external currrent,
electric fieeld, atmospheere conductivitty, concentratiion of ions annd charged aeerosols is incluuded in the th
heory
(Sorokin eet al., 2005b). Figure
F
8 presennts an examplee of their calcuulation of spatial distributionn of electric fie
eld in
the ionospphere and on thhe Earth`s surfface. Horizontal distributionn of external cuurrent on the ssurface is chosen to
be ellipse--like with axiss directed undder an angle tto the meridiaan plane. Thesse two figuress illustrate tha
at the
horizontal electric field in the ionospphere reaches ~10 mV/m, w
while the vertiical electric fiield on the Ea
arth’s
surface is llimited by a magnitude
m
~ 900 V/m over an active fault. A
Another importaant result is thhat DC electric field
in the ionnosphere has maximal
m
magnnitudes at the edges of areaa of external current. The hhorizontal sca
ale of
vertical eleectric field enhhancement on the ground exxceeds the chaaracteristic horrizontal scale oof external currrent.
Within this area the verttical field pracctically does noot depend on ddistance. Thesee calculations show that the field
componennt in the meridiian plane stronngly depends oon the magneticc field inclinattion.
Investigatiion of the spattial distributionn of electric fieeld in the atmoosphere conneected with distuurbances of cu
urrent
in the globbal circuit based on the above-mentioned theory has beeen carried outt by Sorokin eet al. (2011, 20
012a,
2012b), whho have shownn that the DC eelectric field aat the certain coonditions can rreach the breakkdown value in the
tropospherre. Figure 9 illlustrates the sppatial distributtion of electricc field normalized by the brreakdown valu
ue for
the axial syymmetric horiizontal distribuution of externnal current withh horizontal sppatial scale 1000 km on the su
urface.
It is possibble to expect occurrence
o
of tthe one or twoo levels with thhickness (1~2)) km located att different altittudes
(5~10) km
m in which thee electric field reaches a breakdown valuee. Characteristiics of these levvels depend on the
parameterss of atmospherre and aerosolss.

Figure 7. Model of DC electric field ggeneration in thhe ionosphere by seismic related EMF (eleectro-motive fo
orce)
in the llower atmosphhere (Sorokin eet al., 2005a). 1. Earth surfacce, 2. Conductiive layer of thee ionosphere, 3.
3
Exxternal electric current of EM
MF in the surfaace atmospheree, 4. Conductivvity electric cuurrent in the
atmosphhere–ionospherre circuit, 5. D
DC electric fieldd in the ionospphere, 6. Field--aligned electrric current, and
d 7.
Charged aerrosols injectedd into the atmoosphere by soill gases
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Figure 88. Spatial distriibutions of horrizontal electriic field in the iionosphere (uppper panel) andd vertical electric
field near the Earth surfaace (bottom paanel) over the eellipsoidal fault (Sorokin et aal., 2006). Thee angle of faultt axis
orientation to the meridian pplane is β = 45°. The angle off magnetic fielld inclination iis α = 20°
Accordingg to the above--mentioned callculations, the DC electric fiield can reach 10 mV/m in thhe ionosphere even
if the fielld magnitude does not excceed 100 V/m
m on the Earthh’s surface. T
The theory off DC electric field
amplificatiion and penetrration into the ionosphere is bbased on the fo
following issuees.
1)

The eelectric field inn the ionospheere and on thee Earth’s surfacce is a field off conductivity current flowin
ng in
the attmosphere-ionnosphere circuiit.

2)

The ssource of condductivity currennt is an externaal current of E
EMF included iin this circuit.

3)

The E
EMF is formedd by convectivve transport off the charged aaerosols and thhe radioactive eelements which are
injectted along withh soil gases from
m the lithosphhere into the loower atmospheere.

4)

The ffield limitationn on the Earthh surface is cauused by a feeddback mechannism between tthe excited ele
ectric
field and the causall external currrent. This feedbback is producced by the poteential barrier ffor charged particle
at its transfer from the ground to the atmospherre.
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Figure 9. Examples of spatial
s
distribuution of DC eleectric field maggnitude in the lower atmosphhere normalize
ed to
the breeakdown electrric field (Sorokkin et al., 20111)
5. LAI Cooupling Modells
In order too understand thhe nature of nuumerous ionosspheric and eleectromagnetic EQ precursors, it is necessa
ary to
study the pphysical proceesses and then to create the m
model of seism
micity impact to the ionosphhere plasma orr LAI
coupling m
mechanism. At
A the present ttime we consiider that this iimpact is realiized generallyy by the two major
m
hypotheses, (i) internal gravity wavess (IGW) or (iii) electric fielld (see Hayakkawa et al., 20004; Molchano
ov &
Hayakawaa, 2008; Pulineets & Ouzounoov, 2011; Kuo eet al., 2011).
Though w
we do not go into the detaiils of the form
mer channel, w
we make a brrief descriptioon on this cha
annel.
Gokhberg and Shalimov (2000) gavve the analysees of experimeental data obttained at the final stage off EQ
preparing, who considerred the ionosphheric perturbattions developinng as ionospheeric irregularitiies for several days
before stroong EQs. Thoose authors beelieved that the occurrence of these irreguularities is connnected with IGW
propagatioon through the ionosphere. T
Their source coould be the longg wave earth ooscillations, loccal green gas effect
e
or an unsteeady injection of lithosphericc gases, but thhe more effectivve mechanism
m is the growthh of lithospheric gas
emanationn into the atmoosphere. They suppose that tthe IGW generration should bbe considered as a mechanissm of
LAI coupling because the atmospherre stratificatioon favors the wave amplification as it ppropagates upw
ward.
Further they discussed various
v
likely scenarioes off the accompannying processees developing in the ionosp
phere.
Molchanovv et al. (2004)) and Molchannov (2009) preesented recentlly a general cooncept of the role of IGW in the
LAI couplling. The atmoospheric perturrbation of tem
mperature and density could follow preseismic hot wate
er/gas
releases reesulting in the generation off atmospheric gravity wavess (AGW) withh periods in a rrange of 6-60 min.
Seismo-indduced AGW could
c
lead to tthe modificatiion of ionosphheric turbulencce (Molchanovv, 2009) and to the
change of the-over-the horizon
h
VHF rradio wave proopagation in thhe atmosphere (Devi et al., 2012), perturba
ations
of VLF/L
LF waves in the
t lower ionosphere (Rozhhnoi et al., 22004, 2005; H
Hayakawa et aal., 2010) and
d the
depressionn of ULF em
missions on thhe ground (Scchekotov et all., 2006). Theere are some difficulties in
n the
13
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interpretation of observational results of EQ precursors based on the model of IGW propagation. One of them is
as follows. These waves are propagated angularly to the Earth’s surface, and the angle increases depending on
wave period. So, IGW reaches the ionosphere at a distance of the order of 1000 km from the EQ epicenter, which
seems to be in conflict with the localization of the plasma and electromagnetic disturbances in the vicinity of EQ
epicenter. Though there have been recently published a few papers suggesting the important role of AGW
channel in the LAI coupling (Korepanov et al., 2009; Hayakawa et al., 2011a), in which you can find a summary
of recent findings in favor of this hypothesis.
Below we consider the mechanism of the influence of seismic-related electric fields on the ionosphere. The
model of LAI coupling was described in Pulinets et al. (2000), which consists of two stages which are not related
with each other. They considered the formation of electric field in the near-ground atmosphere due to the
appearance of metallic aerosols and ionization source. The source of ionization produces positive and negative
ions, and then heavy ions are formed by adhesion of water molecules to the light ions. They calculated the
altitude dependence of electric field caused by diffusion, transfer of ions and aerosols by the electric field,
gravitational sedimentation of the heavy particles and upward moving of the light particles by the atmosphere
convection. The interaction between ions with different signs and their adhesion to the aerosols are taken into
account. Their calculations show that during 50 seconds after the turning on the ionization source there is formed
an electrode layer up to 30 cm altitude. The number density of the positive and negative ions is different and the
electric field is reduced in 1.5 times in this layer. The value of electric field grows in three times above this layer.
As they show that this mechanism could be used to explain the electric field variation at fog occurring in the
near-ground level. Further, those authors gave a solution of the problem on the electric field penetration into the
ionosphere through the conducting atmosphere with exponentially upward increasing conductivity. By imposing
the boundary condition on the horizontal distribution of vertical component of electric field on the Earth’s
surface, they calculated the horizontal component of electric field at the altitude 90 km based on the spatial scale
of horizontal distribution of electric field on the Earth’s surface. Obviously, the ionosphere conductivity in night
time is less than that in day time, so that the electric field at night will be more enhanced than at day. Their
calculation shows that even though the radius of disturbed region is 200 km and the field on the ground is 100
V/m, the magnitude of electric field will be 0.07 mV/m. This field is likely to be much smaller than the
background field in the ionosphere and consequently it cannot have any effect on the ionosphere. Further those
authors conclude that if the field on the ground will be 1000 V/m, then the effect of this field on the ionosphere
will be possible. However, such a field in the seismic region with radius 200 km is considered to be implausible.
So the above-mentioned work cannot be a basis of LAI coupling model.
Pulinets (2009b) has then made an attempt to explain the possible ionosphere modification due to the
atmospheric ionization during the radon injection in the vicinity of active faults. The process of local
modification of global electric circuit and the ionosphere variability for tectonic activity is discussed. He
supposes that the occurrence of any additional source of ionization has a double effect on the atmosphere
conductivity. The appearance of additional ions increases the atmosphere conductivity, while the generation of
heavy cluster ions leads to its reduction. However, there is no estimation on the resultant value of conductivity.
Further the author supposes that the anomaly of atmosphere conductivity leads to the variation of electric current
in the local part of the global circuit, but no calculation of this field has been performed. One should keep in
mind that there are theoretical investigations of the atmosphere conductivity modification during the course of
ionization. In application to the seismic effect Sorokin et al. (2007) studied in details the processes of
conductivity formation during the course of gamma and alpha decay based on the solution of a system of
self-consistent nonlinear equations for electric field, atmosphere conductivity, density of ions and aerosols with
taken into account their interaction. The well-known value of fair weather current is ~10-12 A/m2 and atmosphere
conductivity is ~10-14 mho/m, then the field on the ground has a value of ~100 V/m. The value of ionosphere
conductivity is ~10-6 mho/m, so that the field in the ionosphere for the current with the same density has a value
of ~10-3 mV/m. The variation of conductivity in the near-ground atmosphere due to the ionization in two times
results in the variation of current density of the same order in the local part of circuit. So that, this additional
electric field is on three-four orders less than the ionospheric field and its effect on the ionosphere and equatorial
anomaly is negligible. Therefore, the hypothesis suggested is physically not well grounded and it cannot be a
candidate for the creation of LAI coupling mode. On this reason the suggestion by Pulinets (2009b) is in
contradiction with results obtained by Klimenko et al. (2012), who show that observed disturbances of TEC
occur on the assumption that DC electric field reaches (3~9) mV/m in the ionosphere. After all, they use the
work by Pulinets (2009b) to interpret the data in spite of the contradiction with obtained results.
A principally alternative physical idea based on the electrodynamic model of plasma and electromagnetic
14
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disturbances accompanying the processes of EQ preparing was developed in Sorokin et al. (2001, 2007) and
Sorokin and Chmyrev (2010). First, this model allowed them to explain the results of observation of quasi-static
electric field both in the ionosphere and on the Earth’s surface in the seismic region, because other models could
not explain the nature of such a field. In the frame of this model they found the mechanism for the enhancement
of conducting electric current with altitude and the mechanism for limitation of electric field vertical component
on the ground surface. The enhancement mechanism is realized by a decrease with altitude of EMF external
current at the condition of conservation of the total current. This current is equal to the sum of conductivity and
external currents. The external current of EMF is formed in the near ground atmosphere, as seen in Figure 5. In
this case even at the growth in conductivity with altitude the field can reach an amplitude of 10 mV/m in the
ionosphere. While the conductivity current is appeared by including an additional EMF in the global circuit. The
EMF is formed during the injection of charged aerosols by soil gases in the atmosphere and their transfer in the
convective atmosphere. The field is limited by a feedback between the external current of EMF and the electric
field generated near Earth’s surface. Calculations show that the amplitude of disturbed electric field does not
exceed their background value on the Earth’s surface. In one sense the above-mentioned model is similar to the
model of AGW influence to the ionosphere, because the amplitude of AGW grows with altitude by a decrease in
atmosphere density. By analogy, the value of conductivity current grows with altitude by a decrease of external
current. This implies that the effects are becoming stronger in the ionosphere, but it is difficult to identify AGWs
above the background in the near-ground atmosphere. Similarly it is difficult to select the disturbances of
conductivity current because their amplitude on the ground does not exceed the background value which is equal
to the fair weather current. Both of these effects have a unified source which are lithospheric gases injected into
the atmosphere. One can suppose that both AGW and electric current can affect the ionosphere simultaneously,
though the consequences of these effects can be different.
According to the electrodynamic model, the growth of electric field in the ionosphere is caused by the EMF
formation and the corresponding variation of electro-physical characteristics of lower atmosphere as a result of
injection of soil gases, aerosols and radioactive substances during EQ preparation. In the frame of our model, the
theory of generation of quasi-static electric field in the atmosphere–ionosphere system was developed, and the
methods for calculation of electric field spatial distribution were elaborated. Sorokin et al. (2001, 2005a, 2006a,
2007) and Sorokin and Chmyrev (2010) carried out the theoretical investigation of mechanisms of EMF
formation in the lower atmosphere, who have shown that the quasi-static electric field reaches 10 mV/m in the
ionosphere while their value is of the order of 100 V/m on the Earth’s surface. Moreover, the field can reach a
breakdown value in the layer with thin 1-2 km on the altitudes 5-10 km in the troposphere (Sorokin et al., 2011,
2012a, b). Value of the external current of EMF can be approximately 10-8~10-6 A/m2 near the ground. They have
further investigated theoretically plasma and electromagnetic effects accompanying the generation of conducting
current in the global circuit, and have shown that the appearance of EMF in the global circuit leads to the
stimulation of a set of observed plasma and electromagnetic phenomena. An enhancement of the electric field
might result in the instability of AGWs in the ionosphere (Sorokin et al., 1998), but the exponential growth of
AGW amplitude by the electric field in the ionosphere is limited by vortex formation (Chmyrev & Sorokin,
2010). As a result, the horizontal irregularities of conductivity with scale of approximately 10 km are expected to
take place in the E layer of ionosphere. This process is accompanied by field-aligned currents and plasma
irregularities stretched along magnetic field lines in the upper ionosphere (Sorokin et al., 1998; Sorokin et al.,
2000). Their appearance leads to ULF oscillations (Sorokin et al., 1998) and spectral broadening of VLF
transmitter signals (Chmyrev et al., 2008) registered on satellites. The scattering of background electromagnetic
emissions by horizontal irregularities of conductivity in the lower ionosphere results in the enhancement of
electromagnetic ELF emissions registered on satellites (Borisov et al., 2001) and generation of gyrotropic waves
propagated along E layer of the ionosphere. Their propagation forms line spectra of ULF oscillations (Sorokin et
al., 2003; Sorokin & Hayakawa, 2008; Sorokin et al., 2009) and the change of resonance frequency of Schuman
resonances (Hayakawa et al., 2005, 2011b). Moreover, the appearance of irregularities in the nighttime
ionosphere leads to depressions of ULF pulsations of magnetosphere origin (Sorokin et al., 2004; Schekotov et
al., 2006; Hayakawa et al., 2013). The growth of electric field up to the breakdown value is caused by random
electric discharges, which might generate VHF radio emission in the troposphere over the EQ epicenter (Sorokin
et al., 2011, 2012a, b). The generation of conductivity current in the global circuit is accompanied by the
modification of ionosphere. Perturbations in the D region of the ionosphere may be generated by both the
transfer of charged particles and electron heating (Laptukhov et al., 2009). The electrons are in the upper part of
D layer and negative charged ions are in the bottom part of D layer which occurs by quick adhesion of electrons
to the neutral molecules. The layer with much density of electrons is appeared in the D region by the transferring
charged particles and changing the type of charge carrier by the electric current flowing. The enhancement of
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electric cuurrent which floows from the aatmosphere to the ionospherre results in thee growth of plaasma density in the
E region aand sporadic laayer formationn (Sorokin et al., 2006b). Moodification of F region and ggrowth of lightt ions
density aree caused by heeating release due to the eleectric current fflow in the E rregion of ionoosphere (Sorok
kin &
Chmyrev, 1999). Theoreetical investigaations of above-mentioned pphenomena aree accompaniedd by the calculation
of observved parameters and their ccomparison w
with experimeental data. Thhe lithospheree, atmosphere and
ionospheree are an integraated environm
ment in which pphysical phenoomena are relatted with each oother. According to
the abovee-mentioned model,
m
the inttensive processses in the liithosphere andd atmosphere are the causse of
electrodynnamic effect onnto the ionosppheric plasma. Figure 10 illuustrates the schheme of proceesses and registered
parameterss consisting of
o electrodynaamic model oof atmospheree–ionosphere ccoupling. Thee left units de
enote
processes stimulated byy local currennt disturbances of global circuit, and the right units denote param
meters
observed bby both satellite and ground-based methoods. The injecction of chargged aerosols byy soil gases in
n the
atmospherre forms an addditional EMF
F in the globaal circuit. Incllusion of the E
EMF in this ccircuit leads to
o the
above-menntioned differeent phenomenaa.

Figure 10.. The scheme oof electrodynam
mic model of aatmosphere–ioonosphere couppling
6. Conclussions
Satellite-annd ground-bassed observatioons of DC eleectric field ovver a seismic region show that its amplitude
wn value in thhe lower atmoosphere, but, at
reaches 100 mV/m in thee ionosphere, the field reachhes a breakdow
a the
same time, it does not exxceed the backkground value on the Earth`ss surface. Thesse disturbancess occupy the re
egion
with a horizontal spatial scale from huundreds to thouusands km oveer the seismic rregion during sseveral days before
an EQ. Crritical review of
o existing models has allow
wed us to rule oout the modelss which are inn contradiction with
above-menntioned experiimental data. It seems that any models bbased on the assumption thhat the quasi-static
electric fieeld in the ionosphere occurreed due to both the variation of atmosphericc conductivityy by radon injection
and transfe
fer of field giveen on the Earthh surface are ddefinitely in coontradiction w
with the experim
mental data, so
o that
these moddels cannot bee a possible ccandidate of lithosphere-ionnosphere couppling mechaniism. Because it is
impossiblee to explain thhe growth of eelectric field uup to 10 mV/m
m in the ionossphere area wiith horizontal scale
(100-10000) km and, at thhe same time, to explain the absence of visible field variiation on the E
Earth’s surface. The
field penettration modelss lead to the looss of five ordders of the field magnitude in the ionosphhere in comparison
with experrimental data.
This review
w suggests thaat there is onlyy one possiblee way to satisfa
factorily explaiin the results oof DC electric field
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observation in the ionosphere and in the atmosphere over a seismic region and on the ground. A principally
different model is based on the assumption that the current source in the circuit connected with pre-EQ processes
are situated not in the lithosphere or in the atmosphere, but in the near-ground atmospheric layer. The EQ
preparation processes modify the atmosphere in this layer and form an EMF in the seismic zone. The additional
source of electric current is generated in the global circuit at the stage of EQ preparing. The range of EMF is
formed in the near-earth atmosphere and includes the boundary between the lithosphere and atmosphere. In this
case the observable electric field on the surface is located inside the EMF range. Upward transfer of the charged
aerosols by atmospheric convection and their gravitational sedimentation result in the EMF formation. Aerosols
are injected into the atmosphere by soil gases during an increase in seismic activity. The external current of EMF
is reduced with altitude while the current of conductivity increases with altitude, so the total current in the circuit
is constant. The value of conductivity current near the surface can be of the order of the value of fair weather
current, while the external current exceed the conductivity current by four–five orders. Therefore, conductivity
current in the ionosphere is on the order of the external current of EMF near the surface.
The above-mentioned model is similar to the model for AGW influence to the ionosphere, because the amplitude
of AGW grows with altitude by decreases of atmosphere density. By analogy, the value of conductivity current
increases with altitude by decreases of external current. This implies that the effects become stronger in the
ionosphere, but it is difficult to identify any AGW above the background in the near ground atmosphere. So that,
it is difficult to identify the disturbances of conductivity current on the ground because their amplitude does not
exceed the background value which equals the fair weather current. Both of these effects have a unified source
which is injected lithospheric gases in the atmosphere, since one can suppose that both AGW and electric current
can affect the ionosphere simultaneously. Lithosphere, atmosphere and ionosphere are an integrated environment
in which physical phenomena are related with each other. On the basis of the above-mentioned model the
intensive processes in the lithosphere and atmosphere such as EQs, volcanoes, typhoons, thunderstorms are the
cause of electrodynamic effect onto the ionospheric plasma. All of these processes are accompanied by numerous
electromagnetic and plasma phenomena, which will be discussed elsewhere.
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